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Outline

Black hole uniqueness theorems in four and five dimensions.

Black holes and integrability:

Moduli space of vacuum black holes [JL, Tomlinson ’20]

Nonexistence of vacuum black lens [JL, Tomlinson ’20]



Black holes in General Relativity

Black hole uniqueness theorem [Israel, Carter, Robinson, Mazur... ’60-80s]

Any asymptotically flat stationary single black hole solution to
Einstein-Maxwell theory is a Kerr-Newman solution.

Topology: Cross-sections of horizon H ∼= S2. [Hawking ’72]

Rigidity: stationary black hole must be axisymmetric or static.
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Multi-black holes? [Kramer, Neugebauer ’80; Belinski, Zahkarov ’79]

Existence proof [Weinstein ’90s]: conically singular at axis?

‘Double-Kerr’ in vacuum ruled out [Hennig, Neugebauer ’13]: uses
integrability of Ernst equation [Neugebauer, Meinel]



Black hole in five dimensions

D = 5 asymptotically flat vacuum black hole solutions:

Myers-Perry S3 [Myers, Perry ’86]

black ring S1 × S2 [Emparan, Reall ’01]

multi-black holes exist: black Saturn... [Elvang, Figueras ’07]

Horizon topology: S3/Γ,S1 × S2 (& sums) [Galloway, Schoen ’05]

Rigidity: stationary and rotating =⇒ one axial symmetry
[Hollands, Ishibashi, Wald ’06; Moncrief, Isenberg ’08]

Classification of all stationary black holes formidable problem!
Biaxial U(1)2 symmetry: even this class not fully understood!



Uniqueness versus Existence

Uniqueness theorem [Hollands, Yazadjiev ’07]

Asymptotically flat vacuum black hole solution with R× U(1)D−3

isometry unique given rod structure and horizon angular momenta.

Rod structure: encodes fixed points of axial symmetry.
Reduces to D = 4 no-hair theorem: Kerr, multi-black holes...

Existence theorem [Weinstein ’90s; Khuri, Weinstein, Yamada ’17]

Regular solutions exist for any (admissible) rod structure up to
possible conical singularities on inner axes.

Non-constructive: uses that Einstein eqns reduce to harmonic map.

Existence problem: which rod structures give regular solutions?



Stationary spacetimes with biaxial symmetry
[Emparan, Reall ’01; Harmark ’04; Hollands, Yazadjiev’07]

Weyl-Papapetrou coords: vacuum Einstein eqs reduce to

∂ρ(ρ∂ρgg
−1) + ∂z(ρ∂zgg

−1) = 0

g is Gram matrix of Killing fields, ρ2 = − det g ≥ 0

Orbit space {(ρ, z) | ρ > 0}, bdry ρ = 0 divides into ‘rods’:

IL = (−∞, z1), . . . Ia = (za−1, za), . . . IR = (zn,∞)

Rods: horizon ξ = ∂t + Ωi∂φi null, or axis v i∂φi = 0, v i ∈ Z2.

Horizon topology: S3,S2 × S1, lens space L(p, q) ∼= S3/Zp.
Spacetime topology: finite axis rod =⇒ 2-cycle [C ] ∈ H2(Σ)



Example rod structures

Five-dimensional Minkowski spacetime

(0, 1) (1, 0)

Myers-Perry black holes S3

(0, 1) H (1, 0)

Black ring S1 × S2

(0, 1) H (0, 1) (1, 0)



Belinski-Zakharov linear system [Belinski, Zakharov ’79]

Matrix Ψ(ρ, z ; k), spectral parameter k = z + µ2−ρ2
2µ (complex)

∂zΨ =
ρV − µU
µ2 + ρ2

Ψ, ∂ρΨ =
ρU + µV

µ2 + ρ2
Ψ

Integrable ⇐⇒ Einstein eq for U = ρ∂ρgg
−1, V = ρ∂zgg

−1.

Spectral parameter k defined on 2-sheeted Riemann surface:

y2 = (k − w)(k − w̄), w := z + iρ

Ψ on each sheet related:

Ψ+ = Ψ− at k = w , w̄ (continuity at b.p.)

Ψ− = gΨT−1
+ B(k), BT = B, (involution)



BZ boundary solution [JL, Tomlinson ’20]

Systematic study of black hole moduli space using BZ system.
Idea: find general solution on boundary ρ = 0.
(cf. D = 4 Ernst equation [Neugebauer, Meinel], also [Varzugin ’97])

Boundary solution ρ = 0: Ψ+(z ; k) = Xa(z ; k)Ma(k),

Xa(z ; k) ∼
(
−δ ν

µ baµ(z)
0 2(k − z)

)
, z ∈ Ia

baµ Ernst/twist potential adapted to rod Ia

Continuity of Ψ+(z) =⇒ ML(k)MR(k)−1 = Q(k) rational in
k fixed by moduli za, va,Ω

a
i and Jaµ =

∫
Ia

dbaµ



Solution around infinity

Traverse r -circle: moving branch cut in k-plane [re iθ, re−iθ]
|k | < r must change sheet at θ∗ ∼ π

2 as r →∞
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Continuity conditions limθ→θ−∗
Ψ± = limθ→θ+∗

Ψ∓

Asymptotic flat and involution: ML(k) = C−1MT−1
R (k)B(k),

C is a constant matrix fixed by Ψr→∞.



Moduli space equations and metric

Combining boundary and asymptotic solution:

CQ = MT−1
R BM−1R symmetric: algebraic eqs for moduli

Metric fixed algebraically: g(z) = Xa(z ; z)Fa(z), rational in z

Mass, spin M, Ji related to moduli: Smarr relation etc...

No conical singularity at corners za =⇒ extra eqs for moduli

Constructive uniqueness theorems for simplest rod structures:

Kerr |J| < M2, Myers-Perry |J1|+ |J2| < M3/2

Pomerasky-Senkov black ring most general solution with this
horizon and spacetime topology



Black lens [JL, Tomlison ’20]

Simplest black hole with lens space L(n, 1) ∼= S3/Zn horizon:

(0, 1) H (n, 1)

D

(1, 0)

n = 0 is black ring; n→∞ approaches Myers-Perry

Special cases: J2 = 0 and J2 + nJ1 = 0 moduli spaces can be
solved exactly =⇒ no regular solutions!

Explains why previously constructed singly spinning lenses are
conically singular [Chen, Teo’08; Tomisawa, Mishima ’19]



Unbalanced black lens: (j1, j2) moduli spaces
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All conically singular!



Summary and comments

General boundary solution of BZ linear system gives:

Moduli space of vacuum black holes for any rod structure

Metric data on axis and horizons; sufficient to analyse conical
singularities and prove (non)existence.

Used this to show nonexistence of simplest L(n, 1) black lens.
Regular extreme L(2, 1) with Maxwell field exist! [Kunduri, JL ’14]

Rotation alone not sufficient to ‘support’ topology?

D = 5 with 2-cycles in DOC? D = 4 multi-black holes?
Deeper understanding of moduli space equations?


